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1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The work presented here is to begin to think about ways for future wireless
communication systems to thrive with the growing shortage ofsignal bandwidth. Are
there ways for existing wireless systems to share and use a common bandwidth
efficiently and without interference among each other? Bandwidth for today's wireless
technology is at apremium, and in some cases is the bottleneck in delivaing high data
rate services to people worldwide. The overall theme of this research is to create a
framework that consists of complex wireless systems that demonstrate the gain from
Multiple Element Array (MEA) algorithms to provide high data rates at high bandwidth
efficiency.

Algorithm implementations in CMOS are expected to carry the brunt of the processing
power needed; therefore it is essential that communication systems of the fiiture be
developed with implementation issues in mind so that there is a clear understanding of
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what is realizable and what is not. It is therefore equallyimportantto create a framework

to determine if today's advanced algorithms canbe rapidly implemented in CMOS.

1.2 Research Goals

A system level simulation and analysis on the effects of a variable rate error correction

technique. The simulation blocks should bemodular in design sothat they can beused in

conjunction with other blocks to create any advanced digital communication system. The

wireless systems created here use MEA algorithm techniques [1]. The system is

decomposed into key building blocks. Bach block is represented as a floating-point

model then as a fixed-point model. The floating-point model simulates the optimal

frmctionality of the system. The fixed-point model is functional equivalent to the

floating-point model and should model the bit level accuracy of the model. A logic

equivalency between the fixed-point model and behavioral VHDL is determined which in

turn is used in a rapid design flow SSHAFT [2] process to generate actual chip design.

1.3 Thesis Organization

There are 5 chapters to this report. Chapter 2 presents the framework that the proposed

error correction scheme is meant for. The theory behind the specific blocks making up

the proposed scheme is discussed in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 discusses the floating-point

and fixed-point Simulink implementation and issues involving hardware

implementation. Also, discussed is the hardware implementation of the Viterbi decoder

design in MODULE Compiler™. A summary ofthe project and a discussion ofpossible

future work are discussed in Chapter 5.
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The MCMA Framework

This chapter provides a description of the Multiple-Carrier Multiple-Antenna (MCMA)
framework. The framework is meant to build advanced next generation communication

algorithms for wireless Local Area Networks (LAN's) applications. The idea is to
provide ageneral framework to allow the creation of (MCMA) systems at ahigh level of
abstraction from a consortium of building blocks. Theblocks are designed in SiMULINK

and should be modular in design and "flexible" enough so that major parameters can be
changed with relative ease. SiMULiNK allows for this type ofdesign, it gives systems
designers the flexibility to build different algorithm blocks and build avariety ofcomplex
systems to meet a vast array of system applications. This section details the
specifications for such a system.

2.1 MCMA System Specifications

The ultimate goal is to provide high data rates asynchronously to multiple users in an
indoorlocal wireless environment. Thebuilding blocks should be "general enough to be

placed in a variety of different system configurations. If the inputs and outputs of a
particular algorithmic block are specified then any system can be arbitrarily designed
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with a high level of confidence the block will perform as specified. The material in this

section will discuss the basic understanding of the "key" blocks needed for a complete

system simulation. Assumptions are made here for the explicit purpose of a general

understanding of the blocks. Our current system is based on previous research, "The

Hornet Radio Proposal" [3]. Table 2.1 gives a list of the major specifications for the

MCMA framework.

Specification Value

Carrier Frequency 5 GHz fc
Sample Rate 15 MHz fs
Modulation OPSK

Transmission/Multiple Access
Scheme

Asynchronous

Uplink TDD/FDMA

Downlink OFDMA

Number of carriers 64 N

Carrier Spacing 15MHz/64 = 234.4

Cyclic prefix length 6

Uncoded Symbol Rate 214.28 kHz Ts

Number oftransmit antennae 4 A

Number ofreceive antennae 4 A

Table 2.1 System Specifications

Future wireless systems will likely be placed in the 5GHz spectrum, hence the

specification here. An existing analog front end can handle a sampling rate {fs) of
15MHz, thus the system bandwidth is 15MHz. Each user is synchronous in the downlink

and asynchronous in the uplink. For the downlink, the system will utilize Orthogonal
Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) as the multiple access scheme. The

uplink has not been determined. One idea is a form of Frequency Division Duplexing
(FDD) using polyphase filter banks at the basestation, see [4]. The current system can

handle up to 64 subcarriers (A)» where > the number of users (M). The number of
antennae used is 4 transmit and 4 receive for each user and is based on work by another

BWRC researcher [5]. The system will transmit based on a packet-based data protocol

and the transmission method will be point to multipoint and provide a guaranteed

throughput to each user. The bit error rate performance required is 10'̂
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The complexity of the system is greatly reduced, for implementation reasons, by
allocating only asmall number ofsubcarriers per user, as described in Section 2.2

2.2 OFDM

OFDM is apowerful modulation technique that increases bandwidth efficiency and eases
the removal of inter-symbol interference (ISI) and inter-channel interference ICL
Implementations advances in FFT technology enable OFDM to be implemented in
hardware, for a large number of subcarriers. It is a common misconception that
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is amulti-access techmque. Rather,
it is a technique to combat frequency selective fading [3]. The basic idea ofOFDM is to
divide spectrum into several subcarriers. By dividing the bandwidth into smaller
channels, narrowband channels are created from a wideband environment. These
narrowband subcarriers experience flat fading, which is an important characteristic for
today's multiple antenna algorithms. To obtain high spectral efficiency the frequency
response ofthe subcarriers are overlapping and orthogonal thus the name OFDM. The
orthogonality principle ofOFDM is key because ithelps to eliminate (ISI) and ICI. This
is done by introduction ofa cyclic prefix [6]. The cyclic prefix is the last part ofthe
OFDM symbol is pre-pended to the beginning the same OFDM symbol. The cyclic
prefix benefit is twofold: itacts as aguard space between subcarriers to eliminate ISI and
by the orthogonality principle it eliminates ICI. ISI is eliminated because the channel
spread created by the channel is contained in the cyclic prefix, which must be longer than
the impulse response ofthe channel. The sampled output at the receiver ignores samples
from [0, Tcp], where Tcp is the length ofthe cyclic prefix, therefore, the sampling interval
for the receiver correlator is [Tcp^ TJ, where Ts is the symbol rate. ICI is eliminated by
the transformation of the linear convolution in the channel to a cyclic convolution. This

is due to the cyclic prefix being longer than the channel impulse response. Fig. 2.1 is a
high-level block diagram ofan OFDM transceiver. The input symbols are X(n), where
n = 0,1,2,- ",N,N being the number of subcarriers. These subcarriers are the complex-

valued symbols from the modulator. The IFFT istaken on modulated symbols, the cyclic
prefix is added to combat the multipath of the channel. After a serial to parallel
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conversion the symbol is sent through the channel. The receiver is essentially the reverse

of the transmitter chain; the output Y(n) can be written as Y(n)= X{n)* h{n) + w(n),

where w(n) is the additive noise term.

IFFT

Transmitter

*N-I

Add

Cyclic
Prefix

Serial

Parallel

Serial

h(n)
Parallel

Receiver

Remove

Cyclic
Prefix

FFT

Figure 2.1 OFDMBlock Diagram

Orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) is chosen to be the multiple
access scheme. Itpermits the use ofnarrowband MEA algorithms, which are the focus of

algorithms studied at the BWRC. Due to the complexity problem as described in [3] at

least one frequency channel is allocated per user. This keeps the number of MEA

processing algorithms proportional to the number ofusers. Given 64 subcarriers and
M= 64users, the total number ofprocessing units at the basestation is NM=4096. This

number of processing unit is not practical for today's systems. If each user transmits

across the entire 15 MHz band, the user must have a MEA unit for each subcarrier

frequency, since there are 64 subcarriers and 64 users the total number of MEA
processing units is 4096. Asimpler approach is to apply at least one subcarrier to agiven
per user, thus only 1MEA unit is needed per user. The basestation no longer requires

units, but needs only MMEA units. This allows for a more realistic overall system
development and demonstration ofproof of concept. There are other system parameters

that must be determined to establish the performance of the system. The length of the

cyclic prefix is a fimction ofthe excess RMS delay spread, d, [7] and the sampling rate,
fs. To ensure the removal ofISI, the cyclic prefix length should be

(2.1)
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The excess RMS delay spread {d) for an indoor channel is around 200 ns, and it is
common practice when creating practical systems ^Tbe twice the excess RMS delay, thus
Gr =2d. C7ris 400 ns, so to satisfy (2.1), >6. The single-user data rate depends on

the number of carriers and the sampling rate. Increasing the number of subcarriers
increases the number ofusers at the expense oflower single-user data rates. The uncoded
single-data rate is [3]:

Ts-
f.

r r \
fs

{OFDM symbol efficiency due to cyclic prefix )

N

N + c.

(2.2)

The efficiency ofan OFDM symbol due to the cyclic prefix in practice should be no less
than 80%. Given N= 64, Ts = 214.28 kSymbols/sec. This is a relatively small data rate

for each user. The value doesn't take into account other factors such as the multiplicative
improvement with the increase in the number of transmit and receive antennas and the
better bandwidth efficiency due to higher order modulation schemes. Theoretically, with
multiple antennae (>4), the symbol rate is amultiplicative factor of Alarger, which has
been shown by simulation in [3]. Higher order modulation schemes have not been
implemented because the timing synchronization and frequency offset techmque has not
yet been finalized. For implementation simplicity the MCMA framework currently
sacrifices frequency diversity by on allocating at least only subcarrier to each user. The
hope is the gain in spatial diversity by the multiple antennae and higher modulation will
compensate.

2.3 QPSK Modulation

Quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) is a signaling scheme where data is modulated
onto the phase ofthe carrier signal and isrepresented by[8]

s„Xt) = git) cos
M

cos{2;5rr) - git) sin
M (2.3)

m = 1,2,--',M, 0<t<T
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where g(t) is the signal pulse, ^ is the carrier frequency, M is the number of waveforms

that carry the transmitted information, and T is the symbol period. The mapping of

k= log2(M) information bits to the M = 4 possible phases is done by Gray encoding.

Gray encoding maps bits in adjacent positions so that they differ by one bit position.

This allows the most likely errors caused by noise will result in a single bit error in the k-

bit symbol. A constellation where the initial phase is 7i/4 is used here and is discussed in

Section [4.2], see Fig. 2.2.

Im

10 GO

• •

• •

11 01

Re

Figure 2.2 QPSK Constellation

QPSK was chosen as the modulation scheme for the following:

• The BWRC analog group has an existing platform built for QPSK

• QPSK has inherent properties ofreliability at high noise levels, and a bounded

constant envelope waveform signature

• The timing/synchronization scheme has not yet been specified for the framework

• QPSK is relatively less stringent than the higher order modulation levels

It is optimal to use higher order modulation schemes to obtain higher user data rates. The

analog front-end model and the system level description on what the modulation scheme

is heavily determined by the design ofthe analog front-end and the synchronization

method. The specifications of the analogfront end can handlehave not been answered

yet.
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2.4 Timing/Synchronization and Frequency Offset

For simulation purposes perfect synchronization is assumed. The method to handle the
synchronization and phase error of the system is still under development. The techniques
currently being explored can be classified into two categories: pilot symbol based and
cyclic prefix based. In pilot assisted schemes, asequence of known pilot symbols is sent
before any data symbols and the receiver correlates the received signal with alocal copy
of the known pilot symbols [9]. In cyclic prefix based techniques, the last L(where Lis
the length of the cyclic prefix) samples of an OFDM symbol are identical to the cyclic
prefix (the first Lsamples). The receiver correlates between two sets of received signals
that are Nsamples apart and since correlation is asimilarity measure, the maximum will
be achieved at the correct prefix position and synchronization information can be
calculated [2]. Pilot based synchronization algorithms generally perform well, but
creates overhead at the expense ofnon-information carrying training symbols. Cyclic
prefix based correlation is inherent in OFDM and thus does not require any overhead.
However, since the correlation is done only over a set ofLsamples, which is relatively
short compared to the length of an OFDM symbol. Noise will significantly affect
performance, especially for small SNR scenarios. Acurrent method under construction
at the BWRC is a combination ofboth techniques.

2.5 MEA Algorithms

Multiple Element Array algorithms are algorithms designed for wireless systems that
have multiple transmit or receive antennas [1]. There are a couple ofMEA algorithms
that are being explored for use in MCMA framework. The Single Value Decomposition
(SVD) algorithm is anarrowband MEA algorithm based on singular vale decomposition
described exhaustively in [5]. The other is implementable approach to Foschini's QR
Decomposition [10] for combining multiple antennas [11]. MEA algorithms are
attractive because they assume the channel isnarrowband. This assumption iskey given
in this design given each user's subcarrier frequency is considered narrowband. Given
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that most MEA algorithms are been designed for narrowband channels there is a vast

arrayof algorithms to choose from thatwill fit in the MCMA framework.

2.6 Error Control Scheme

A system level simulation and analysis of a variable-rate coding scheme to optimize

performance is discussed. A variable-rate coding scheme is designed to offer optimal

error protection levels to users based on the channel condition. As the channel is time

varying it is foreseeable that different users (subcarriers) will experience different

channel responses. As the code rate increases so does the throughput for a given user. It

is optimal to provide better error protection to users who experience a **bad" channel

condition at a given time and very little error protection tousers who experience a "good"

channel condition at a given time. Fig. 2.3 is an overview of the major blocks of a MEA

system architecture, synchronization is not included since it is assumed tobeperfect.

Incoming Bits ^ Encoding &
ModulationW Puncturing —• MEA

OFDM

Processing

MEA

OFDM

Processing%
)ecoded Bits Insert Erasures

& Decoding
De-Modulation

Figure 2.3 MEA System Architecture

Channel

2.6.1 Encoding and Puncturing

The encoding process is the first major signal processing that happens and decoding is the

last of the signal processing done. Fig. 2.4 are the subsystems that comprise the error

correction encoding used for this project.
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Rate '/i Adaptive

Conv. code Puncturing

11

Figure 2.4 Encoding and Puncturing Blocks

A rate 1/2 convolutional encoder with a constraint length of nine and generator
polynomial [753 561] is used for the encoding process. Puncturing is used to create the
needed variable coding rates to provide various error protection levels to the users of the
system. The different rates used are rate 1/2, rate 2/3, rate 3/4, and rate 7/8. The
choosing of these rates is determined by increased throughput as described in Section
4.2.2

2.6.2 Erasure Insertion and Quantization

Figure 2.5 comprise the sub-blocks that make up the decoding process.

Insert

Erasures
Quantizer Viterbi

Decoder

Figure 2.5 Erasure and Decoding Blocks

Erasure bits have to be inserted into the punctured data sequence to return the symbol rate

of the system back to rate 1/2. These erasure bits are binary O's inserted into the bit
positions that were deleted by the puncturing process. Four-level soft-decision decoding
is for the decoder and is supplied by the Quantizer block. The output values ofthe block
are integer values [0,15].

2.6.3 Viterbi Decoder

Viterbi decoding is ideal for punctured convolutional codes because itdoesn t require the
exponential complexity that is incurred when trying to use higher rate codes. The Viterbi
algorithm is exponential in the constraint length and in the number of input bits into the
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decoder. Bypuncturing and erasure insertion, the Viterbi decoder only operates on the

metric on one input bit perencoded symbol instead of the higher numbers needed for the

higher rate codes. The traceback length is usually 5-7 times greater than the constraint

length. This ensures that the decoder has enough time-steps to properly decode thenoisy

input bits. Insert erasure bits due to puncturing causes the realization of an accurate

decoding sequence to be extended due to the dummy O's that are added. Forpunctured

systems the traceback length has to be extended to compensate for the addition of these

dummy bits. There is no determined metric to find the optimal traceback length for

punctured codes; simulations for performance are usually used to determine the length.

Themajorparameters of theViterbi decoder are:

• 4-bit level quantization

• Constraint length (K)ofnine, withgenerator polynomial [753 561]

• Traceback length of 120

The MCMA framework consists of libraries that contain key digital signal processing

blocks to build a multitude of communications systems. The fundamental development

of the MCMA framework was created with the SSHAFT design flow in mind.

SiMULlNK's high level of abstraction allows for multiple systems to be explored.

Performance trade-offs can be made among competing systems. Using the SSHAFT

design flow implementation issues can quickly be explored and the most feasible of the

systems canrapidly be determined and implemented.

Appendix

A2.1 SSHAFT DESIGN FLOW

The SiMULiNK to Silicon Hierarchical Automated Flow Tools (SSHAFT) is an automated

design flow for single chip radios [2]. The goal is to develop a design methodology that
targets the implementation of computational complex, mobile radio systems. The
standard design flow for implementing direct mapped architectures onto ASIC's is

plagued with the potential ofunderdetermined design times. The standard flow has three
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phases that are handled by different design teams. Systems designers' design using high
levels tools such as MATLAB® or simulators like Cadence SPW. This system level
abstraction is used to show functional behavior ofthe algorithm. This design is passed to
ASIC designers who map the design to ahardware language such as VHDL or Verilog.
The design is finally handed to physical designers who synthesize the hardware code for
fabrication. This procedure requires verification at each stage to make sure that the entire
system design is encapsulated in each of the three abstraction levels. More to the point,
any algorithmic modifications made at the system level alter the performance because the
system designer does not have the information from the lower levels about power
constraints or delay requirements [12].

The design flow here takes SiMULiNK as the initial description and automatically
generates adirect mapped architecture see Fig.2.6. In order for the flow to work design
decisions are divided into four levels of specification:

• Function level: SiMULiNK serves as the functional descriptor for each block inthe

chip

• Signal level: Physical signal descriptions can also be captured with SIMULINK.
SIMULINK's fixed-point blockset allows the defining of wordlengths and
characterization ofhardware issues such as, quantization errors due to truncation

or rounding.

• Circuit level: MODULE COMPILER (MC) is used to generate circuit level
abstraction views and gate level descriptions like VHDL and Verilog. The
architectural exploration inherent in MC allows the designer to trade off power,
area, and delay fordifferent circuit implementations.

• Floorplan level: Physical placement ofeach block is done by importing the netlist
and abstraction views into Cadence's Design Planner™ floorplamung tool. When

a block is added in SIMULINK and unplaced block will appear in Design

Planner™. The user must manually place the circuit level generated blocks.
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From Fig. 2.6 all the input blocks relate to the four levels of specification just described.

The outputs fi^om Fig. 2.6 encapsulate everything for power and timing estimates to

dm
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Figure 2.6 SSHAFT Design Flow

layout mask patterns needed for fabrication [2]. The flow allows system designers to

create ICs that exhibit acceptable performance and consume minimal power without the

need to cross abstraction boundaries.

From a single SiMULiNK system description the SSHAFT design flow can automatically

perform the subsequent steps needed to obtain a netlist, perform placement and routing,

and obtain a layout that can be sent to foundries for fabrication.
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Error Control Theory

3.1 Introduction

Modem digital communication system requirements are becoming more and more
stringent with respect to error-free transmission. Next generation systems would like to
offer Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees to users, this cannot be done unless more
efficient error correction schemes can beimplemented. There is also exponential growth

in the Wireless industry for the same demands but that require less power. The research
describe here falls in the latter area.

This chapter begins with the introduction of convolutional coding and it s structural
properties. The Viterbi algorithm follows, with the metrics to determine the upper
bounds on error probability. The final section focus includes punctured convolutional
codes and their performance metrics. It is the work by Viterbi that promotes the
motivation here to apply his algorithm for the decoding ofthis error correction scheme.

15
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In 1948 Shannon published a paper describing the fundamental concepts and

mathematical theory of information transmission. The paper was entitled "A

Mathematical Theory of Communication" in the Bell Systems Technical Journal [13].

This paper is the basis at which the research community thinks about digital

commtmication today. One of thetheorems in this paper deals primary with error control

coding for noisy channels, called the noisy channel coding theorem, which can be

paraphrase as such.

Shannon's Noisy Channel Coding Theorem

With every channel we can associate a "channel capacity" C (bits/sec). There

existsuch error controlcodes that information can be transmitted at a rate below

C (bits/sec) with an arbitrarily lowbit error rate.

Shannon believed that information bits could be transmitted near C with a small

probability of error given that proper channel encoding and decoding could be attained.

This sparked a great amotmt of work in the search of "good" error control codes and

efficient decoding techniques to achieve these Shannon limits. Unfortimately all these

codes fall short of the goals set by the noisy channel coding theorem, but great strides

have been made in the search for more reliable data transmission. This chapter is

concentrates on the design and performance measures of basic encoding and decoding

techniques ofconvolutionalcodes.

3.2 Convolutional Coding Theory

The encoding process of convolutional codes is significantly different to that of block
encoding. Block codes are developed through the use of algebraic techniques. Block
encoders group information bits into length kblocks. These blocks are then mapped into
codewords of length n. A convolutional encoder converts the entire input stream into

length n codewords independent of the length k. The development of convolutional
codes is based mostly onphysical construction techniques. The evaluation and the nature
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of the design of convolutional codes depends less on an algebraic manipulation and more
on construction of the encoder.

Convolutional codes were first introduced by Elias [14] in 1955. He proved that
redundancy could be added to an information stream through the use of linear shift
registers. In 1961, Wozencraft and Reiffen described the first practical decoding
algorithm for convolutional codes [15]. The algorithm was based on sequential decoding,
however sub-optimal for decoding convolutional codes. Several other algorithms were
developed off of Wozencraft and Reiffen initial work. In 1967, Viterbi proposed a
maximum likelihood-decoding scheme for decoding convolutional codes [16]. The
importance of the Viterbi algorithm is that it proved to be relatively easy to implement
given the encoder has asmall number ofmemory elements. It is the work by Viterbi that
promotes the motivation here to apply his algorithm for the decoding of this error
correction scheme.

Figure 3.1 is abinary rate 1/2 linear convolutional encoder. The rate of the encoder is
determined by the fact that the encoder outputs two bits for every one bit at the input. In
general, an encoder with kinput bits and noutput bits is said to have arate k/n. The rate
k/n is defined as the code rate {Rc) of the system.

Figure 3.1 Convolutional Encoder
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In Fig. 3.1 a binary stream of data x=(;Co,a:,,X2v) is fed into a series of memory

elements. The bits travel through the shift register, the values of the individual memory

elements are tapped off and added modulo-2 according to a fixed pattern. This creates a

pair of output coded data streamsy^®^ =

These output streams are multiplexed to create a single encoded data stream

y = The data stream y is the convolutional code word.

Each element in the interleaved output streamy is a linear combination of the elements in

the input stream assuming that the shift register contents are

initialized to zero before the encoding process. The linearity of the codes words shows

that if y, and yj are code words corresponding to inputs x, and X2, then (y1+y2) is the

code word that corresponds to the input of (x, +X2). The linear structure of these codes

allows for use ofpowerful techniques fi*om linear algebra theory.

Thereis a wayto characterize the encoder structure of convolutional codes called

generator sequences. Generator sequences are obtained by applying an impulse response

where the i*^ output of the encoder is obtained by applying a Dirac delta function

5= (1000...) data stream atthe input. The impulse responses for Fig. 3.3 are

g'-'=(iii)(0) _

g<'̂ = (lOl)

Thegenerators have been terminated at a point where thefollowing output values areall

zeros. It should now be evident that the generators sequences can be determined by

"counting" the number of taps off the shift register that connect to the generator

sequence. Since there are two memory elements each incoming bit can affect at most 3

bits, hence the length of the generator sequence. The constraint length K of a

convolutional code in its simplest terms can be defined as the maximum number of taps

off the shift registers in the encoder.

K = / + l, (3.2)

where / is the number of memory elements of the encoder structure. The memory of the

encoder has a direct impact to the complexity of the decoder, specifically the Viterbi
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algorithm that is used here. In practical implementations of the Viterhi algonthm the
complexity is exponential in the constraint length and the number ofinput bits k.

There are two popular ways to describe a convolutional encoder. One way is
graphically like Fig. 3.1; the other is by agenerator matrix (3.3). Agenerator matrix is
formed by interleaving the generator sequences g® and g"Vhere mthe number of
generator sequences.

G =

go go S\ g\ 62 62 &m om

goffl om

0

(0) 0) „ a <®^o-
go So S\ g\ Si Si

g'V «om om

•• gom om

(33)

The action of the convolutional encoder can be described as a discrete convolutional
operation, which leads for an appropriate transform that will provide a simpler
multiplicative representation for encoding. The D-transform, called the delay transform
can be interpreted as adelay operator, with the exponent denoting the number of time
delay with respect to the D' term.

x'" = X'"(/)) =Xo*" + +...

y« = Y"'(D) =W" + + +•••

g/°' = G/"(f)) =g/' + + +•••

The encoding operation ofasingle input encoder can be represented as follows.

y<"(D) =X(Z))G/"(£')

Y"'(f)) =[x(D);

GW(Z)) G/"{f)) - G^Kd)

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

The matrix G(D) is called the transfer-function matrix. The number of rows represents
the kinput streams and the number of columns represents the noutput streams. If the
inputstream to Fig. 3.1 is
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x = (lOl) (3.9)

the corresponding D-transform is

X = l + D^ (3.10)

The transfer-function matrix for Fig. 3.1 is

G(d)=[g"" g"']=[i+£)+£»^ 1+£»^] (3.11)

The D-transform ofthe output coded bits are

Y(Z)) =X(Z))G(i)) =[l +D^]*[l +D+£)^ !+£»'] (3.12)

\{D) =^+D-\-D^+D^+D' l+D^+D^+i?"] (3.13)

Y(D) =[l +D+D'+D' l+D"] (3.14)

since the arithmetic here is based on Galois fields [17] of size p, the addition and

multiplication aremodulo/?, in this casep is two. Given

\(D) =(y<»' (d\ Y<" (d), -, Y'"-" (d)) (3.15)

Inverting the transform yields

=(11010)
=(10001)

Thus, the output code word for y= (l 1,10,00,10, Ol)

(3.16)

3.2.1 Structural Properties of Convolutional Codes

The techniques used to analyze and compare block codes does not work so well when it

comes to convolutional codes. A considerable amoimt of the analysis of block codes

resides in obtaining a fixed length codeword to determine the minimum distance.

Convolutional codes are somewhat different in that the encoder can generate code words

of arbitrary length. There are three popular methods to describing the performance of
convolutional codes: the tree diagram, the trellis diagram, and the state diagram. All

three methods show the possible evolution of thestates of the encoder thrutime, for more
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information on the other methods see [8]. The state diagram has been chosen here

because itshows amore compact structure in describing the possible states and outputs of
the encoder. It also leads nicely into the discussion of decoding which is described in
Section 3.3.

The convolutional encoder is a state machine. It contains memory elements whose

contents determine the mapping between the next set of input and output bits. Fig. 3.2
below is the statediagram forthe encoder in Fig. 3.1.

00/0

Input 0: solid line

Input 1: dashed line

10/1

Figure 3.2 State Diagram

As with most finite-state machines, the encoder only can move between states in a

limited manner. Each branch in the state diagram has a label of the form XXJY, where

XX is the output pair corresponding to the input bit Y. The distance properties and the
error rate performance ofa convolutional code can be obtained from its state diagram.
Another benefit of the state diagram is that it gives performance measures that are

considered key incomparing convolutional codes: the minimum free distance, denoted by

dfree- Convolutional code words are linear, therefore, there exists a subspace

C={C,., C^., •••, C^} in which any two code words Q and Cj added together produce

another code word that exists in the subspace C. The number of places in which two

code words differ is referred to as the Hamming distance between the two code words.

The minimum free distance, denoted dfi-eet is theminimum Hamming distance between all

pairs of code words. In relation to the state diagram, dfree is the minimum Hamming
distance between any two different paths of any length L, where the paths begin in the

same state '̂̂ andend in the same state^^ where i need not equal j. Theminimum distance
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is an important metric because it inherently gives the error correcting power of the

codeword. As stated previously, in order to correct errors within a codeword the received

code word must not land on another code word. The value of dfree gives a measure of

how many bits can be "flipped" in order for the received code word not to be a given

code word in the subspace C. It is important to note that the value ofdfree increases as the

constraint length increases. Daut [18] derived a simple upper bound the minimum free

distance of a rate 1/n convolutional code. It is given by

rai

^r-\

{K +r-\)n
I'-X

(3.17)

where [jcJ denotes the largest integer contained in r, K is the constraint length, r is the

number of inputbits, and n is the number of encoded output bits. It should be evident by

(3.17) that dftee increases if either the constraint length increases or the code rate Rc

decreases. These factors must be carefully examined on a system level because they

affect the overall system performance and the implementation complexity of the Viterbi

decoder.

3.3 Viterbi Algorithm

In 1967 Andrew Viterbi proposed an algorithm as an approach to the decoding of

convolutional codes [16]. Shortly after, Forney showed that the Viterbi algorithm is a

maximum-likelihood (ML) [19] decoding algorithm for convolutional codes. In 1979,

Cain, Clark, and Geist showed that the complexity of the Viterbi algorithm could be

greatly simplified through puncturing [20], which will be discussed later in this chapter.

The Viterbi algorithm makes for an efficient implementation of the maximum likelihood

sequence detection algorithm. Fimdamentally the algorithm determines the most likely

path taken given a received sequence.

A brief description of how the Viterbi algorithm works is needed. For a more detailed

description of the algorithm refer to [17], [8]. This example used here is for hard

decision decoding because it simplifies the decoding to minimum Hamming distance
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t. u

decoding, thus simplifying the explanation. Let the length ofa given path oe ^ -

branches, where Lis the length of the information sequence and kthe number of input
bits into the decoder. Also, let n be the number ofcoded bits per branch. Define the
Hamming distance

= = (3-18)
m=l

as the metric between the received sequenceyand a candidate sequence C^\
/=1,2,...,2^on the branch. The Hamming path metric between the received

sequence y and a candidate sequence is

B , . M n

= (3.19)
y=I j=\ m=\

The value can be considered as the Hamming distance between the received vector

and the candidate sequence.

Consider computing the path metric on a branch-by-branch basis for a candidate path

(3.20)
y=l j=\ /l^=l

The value can be considered as the Hamming distance between the received vector

and the candidate sequence.

Consider computing the path metric on a branch-by-branch basis for a candidate path

C('):

j=\ y=i 7W+1

Total Path Left of Right of
Metric J J

At any arbitrary time J, the path metric can be broken into two equations, the partial path
metric to the left of time J and the partial path metric to the right of J. Suppose two
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candidate paths C '̂'̂ and merge at time J and share a common path for 7 >7 +1. If

has a smaller path metric than for j<J then will always have a smaller

path metric than C '̂'̂ Thus, is called the survivor path and C '̂'̂ is excluded as a
candidate path. For each of the states at time J, store the list of transistions in

survivor path and the partial path metric of each survivor path. After a predetermined

amount of time, gobackthrough thetrellis along the survivor path until the all-zero state

is reached. This is the optimal path and the input bit sequence corresponding is the

maximum likelihood decoded sequence.

3.3.1 Algorithmic Compiexity

The complexity of the decoder greatly depends on two major factors, the number of input

bits k, and the constraint length K. There are states at each time instance and each

onemust store the survivor paths and the partial path metrics. There are surviving

paths at each stage and 2'̂ '̂ "*^ computations for each surviving path. The decoding ofa
code requires the algorithm to keep track of 2*'̂ '̂ "*^ surviving paths and 2''̂ '̂ "'̂
computations. At each stage ofthe trellis, there are 2^ paths that merge at each node.
Since each path converges at a common node, there are computations at each node.

The minimum distance path at agiven time instance is the surviving path ofthe 2*^ paths
that merge at each node. The decoding computations at each stage increases

exponentially with k and K. This exponential increase in computation makes it

prohibitive for largevaluesofK andk.

The optimal performance of the Viterbi algorithm requires that for long information

sequences the decoding delay should be infinite. For practical applications an infinite

delay is not possible. A solution to modify this problem is referred as path memory

truncation. The goal is to determine a fixed decoding delay that does not significantly

degrade from the optimal performance of the algorithm. The modification is to retain at

any time t the most recent 5 decoded information symbols in each surviving sequence.

At eachnew information bit received force a decision on the bit received ^branches back

in the trellis. Equivalently, for each new information bitreceived a decision is made on
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the bit <Jtime instances later; this decoding delay is called the traceback length. The
traceback length 5should be chosen large enough so that with a high probability all
surviving sequences at time t stem from the same node t-5. It is known that adelay
5 >5K results innegligible performance degradation.

3.3.2 Error Bounds

The error rate performance of convolutional codes with Viterbi decoding is based on two
metrics. One is hard decision decoding, where the input samples from the matched filter
or cross correlator is a 2-level quantized value e [0,l]. For an AWGN channel the
minimum SNR per bit for an arbitrary small probability ofbit errorp is

^ =-7r\n2 (0.37 dB) (3.22)
No 2

where Eb is the energy required for abit [8]. The second is soft-decision decoding where
the input samples from the matched filter are unquantized or quantized to Mlevels. The
minimum SNRperbit for soft-decisions is

^ =ln2 {-\.6dB) (3.23)
No

Thus, there is a2dB improvement when soft-decision decoding is implemented. The
difference between hard-decision decoding and soft-decision decoding is approximately 2

dB in the range from 10"^ > >10"^, where Pm is the probability of acodeword error.
It is for this reason that soft-decision decoding is implemented for this work. The
probability of error for soft-decision decoding via the Viterbi algorithm gives an upper
bovmd metric on how the algorithm will perform so as to benchmark with the simulated
values. The computation of the probability of error for soft-decision decoding requires
the knowledge of the weight distribution of the code [8]. Weight distributions of the
codes used here agiven in texts, e.g., [21], [8], and [17]. From [8] the upper bound of the
bit error probability is
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^ //=id=dfire

RJ (3.24)

where is the total number of bit errors of all paths of weight d. It is this upper bound

that sets the benchmark of performance for this system. Another important metric of

error control coding is the coding gain.

coding gain (dB) = 10log10

(E ^

I , ....^ " Juncoded

^E ^Elk
No\ \ /coded j

(3.25)

Coding gain is thereduction in — required for a given bit error probability. In simpler
No

terms, it is the improvement in dB of a coded system vs. an uncoded system for a given

bit error rate. Since we are using QPSK as the modulation scheme, the equation above

reduces to [8].

coding gain {dB) <101og,o(7?^i/(3.26)

3.4 Punctured Convolutional Codes

Since the complexity of Viterbi decoding is exponential in the number of input symbols

as k gets large implementation complexity becomes difficult. Classes of codes called

punctured convolutional codes were introduced by Cain and Clark [20] in 1979. By

periodically deleting bits via a puncturing matrix these codes allow for higher rate codes,

which give a higher coding gain while not suffering the implementation penalty from a

large value ofk. Ifthe encoder structure is a lower rate code 1/n, then there are only 2*^
computations for each node at the decoding trellis, which is suitable for practical

implementations.
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The punctured coded approach can be best understood by illustration, for a detailed
example see [20]. Assume the mother code, or standard encoder structure, is rate 1/2.
Fork inputbits the encoder output n bits.

Information
Rate Vz Encoder Encoded Data

Bits

Figure 3.3 Rate Vi Encoder

Assume the information sequence is length L, thus the block represents L transmitted
output bit pairs. Arate P/Q punctured convolutional code can be obtained from arate 1/n
convolutional code by deleting n P-Q code symbols from every n P encoded bit

corresponding to the encoding ofPinformation symbols by the rate 1/n code. The rate of
P

the convolutional code is •, where (7~ it'P —Q. The deletion of the
[n-P-o)

coded bit is represented byann-by-P punctunng matrix Fa-

The elements of the puncturing array are zeros and ones, corresponding to keeping or
deleting the encoded bits respectively. The punctunng device deletes symbols from the
code sequence according to the punctunng matrix. Figure 3.4 is an illustrative example
ofhow puncturing works:

Original
Encoded Data

Columns represent output of
encoder

Bi.i B2,1

1

1

1

PQ

1

1

1

r

Bi4 B2^ Ba^ Bl,2

Puncture 1 X 1 1

Matrix, Po 1 1 X X

a
Punctured Bi,i X Ba,! -

1

1

1

1

u
r

S

Coded Data

Bi^ Ba^ X X

Figure 3.4 Pimcture Example

L is the length of the
information stream

1; transmitting bits
X: denotes deleted bits
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The output sequence offrom Fig. 3.4 is

y= 2> ^^2,2> •••> ) (3.27)

Remember that the X's denote data that is deleted. Look at the first two output sequences

y'= ^2,2) ^or every two input sequences (input value for output BijBjj and the

input value ofthe output BjjX) there are three output sequences(the transmitted values of

y') Choosing an arbitary generator matrix for a rate 2/3 code, the trellis structure for the

rate 2/3 code and^' would be equal.

All pimctured convolutional codes can be decoded using the Viterbi decoder. In order to

take advantage of the simple 1/n mother code the punctured coded data must be

transformed back into a rate 1/n structure for input to the decoder. Erasure bits are added

back to the pvmctured received data to allow the decoder to work on the 1/n mother code

and not the P/Q punctured code. From prior knowledge of the puncturing matrix Po

erasure bits are inserted in the previously deleted positions corresponding to the positions

of the punctured encoded bits at the transmitter. Figure. 3.5 shows how erasure bits are

added, it is assumed that the erasure matrix is based on Fig.3.4.

Received

Punctured Data

Bm X B3,1 - Bl,.,

Bu Bw X - X

1 0 1 1

1 1 0 0

r

Bi,i 0 B3,1 - Bl,,.

B1.2 B2.2 0 ~ 0

1: transmitting bits
0: denotes erasure bits

To Decoder

Figure 3.5 Insert Erasure Example

The input sequence to the decoder is r =(^i 2>0^2,2 >̂ 3,10,..., 1o), where the zeros

represent some constant value denoted for erasure bits. The decoder operates on the 1/n

mother code so there is no added complexity to the decoder except at increase in the
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traceback length due to puncturing. The performance bounds for punctured
convolutional codes are equal to those for convolutional codes except there is a slight

performance loss of(0.1 to 0.2 dB) for punctured codes. The performance loss isdue in
part to the smallere values ofdftee for some punctured codes. The bit error probability for
punctured codes from [22] is

/ L V

Id
N.

V A

(3.28)

where Cd is the total number of bit errors on all paths of weight d>d that diverge

from the correct path and remerge ata some later time. To choose good codes maximize

djree and minimize q. The search for optimum punctured codes has been done by [20],
[23], [24]. The research done here uses the codes generated bythese papers.
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4.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the SIMULINK model of the error correction scheme designed for
use with the MCMA framework. The focus is to build amodular and flexible simulation
model that can be used for a variety ofadvanced communication systems. A discussion

of the floating-point model will be detailed on ablock-by-block basis. This is followed
by a migration to the fixed-point block equivalent model. The Viterbi decoder is not
described as a fixed-point block in SiMULiNK, it is described in MODULE COMPILER.
MODULE Compiler (MC) allows a high-level description ofa design to be written and
generated into a gate-level description (VHDL).

SiMULiNK, a software package from Mathworks®, is a graphical user interface (GUI)
software package for modeling and analyzing dynamic systems. Models are hierarchical,
thus can be built from a top-down or bottom-up approach. The top-down approach is
taken here where the viewed level is the top-level. A more detailed view of a block can

be contained underneath these top-level views.

31
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4.2 Floatingpoint

A top-level view is shown is Fig, 4.1. The major components are the convolutional

encoder, puncture, inserterasure, quantizer, andViterbi decoder blocks.

Bernoulli bin

Bemouiii random
binary generator

GO

Rate 1/2
Conv Encoder_9

Rx Data

Error Rate Calculation

Viterbi Decoder

Rst

Viterbi Decoder

G1

m

Puncture 1-2*u R0

ImPucture 1-2'u W

Real-lmag to
Complex

Scalar
quantizer

<— Insert Erasures L R0(u)-^

4— Insert Erasures || lm(u)

Complex to
Real-lmag

AWGN
AWGN
cbannei

Figure 4.1 FloatingPoint System LevelModel

The minor components of the top-level include the remaining blocks shown. The

Bernoulli random generator generates a random binary sequence with a probability of

zero equal to 0.5. Gray-coded QPSK is used as the modulation scheme and is created

using the f(u)=l-2u function block and the Real-lmag to Complex blocks. The

mapping of a binary *0' to 1 and binary *1' to -1, is the same as the constellation shown

in Fig. 2.2.

4.2.1 Convolutional Encoder

As described in Section 3.2, a rate 1/2 convolutional encoder is used. A rate 1/2encoder

was chosen due to the maximum free distance metric and the simplicity in the decoder

complexity. The decoder complexity is proportional to the number of input bits, k, and

the constraint length, K of the encoder. The encoder configuration is a series of K-1

single delay registers being added modulo-2 to form the encoded symbols, see Fig. 4.2.
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Information bits are shifted in at the left, and for each k information bit the output ofthe

moduio-2 adder provides n=2 encoded symbols, thus arate 1/2 encoder.

Inl
Integer Delay

XOR hKD
Outi

XOR h>CD
Oul2

Figure 4.2 Floating Convolutional Encoder, K=9

The maximum dfi^ is increased with an increase in the constraint length or decrease in
the code rate. In order to achieve a BER of 10"^ for the punctured code rates that are used

here an optimal constraint length has to be determined. In practice constraint lengths of
7-9 are used for reasonable decoding performance. Table 4.1 shows the maximum dfree

and upper bound on the coding gain for arate 1/2 with various constraint lengths.

Maximum dfree Coding Gain (dB)

K=5 7 5.44

K=6 8 6.02

K=7 10 6.99

K=8 10 6.99

K=9 12 7.78

K=10 12 7.78

Table 4.1 Maximum free distance and Coding Gain
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Punctured 2/3 Code Rate for various soft-decision levels for K = 7
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Figure 4.3 BER curve for rate 2/3, K=7

14

Punctured 3/4 Code Rate for various soft-decision levels for K = 8

16

10"
— 3-bil
-o- 4—bit

e 5-bit
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—e—
—• »CI — —'

4 5 6 7

SNRperbit. E./N (dB)

Figure 4.4 BER curve for rate 3/4, K=8
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The maximum dfree is obtained from [21] and the coding gain comes from (3.26). Table
4.1 shows that there is no performance increase from a K=7 to K=8. The decoder
complexity is exponential in the constraint length so it is important to determine the
smallest constraint length that provides acceptable performance. Simulations were run
for K=7 to K=9 to determine the constraint length that met the BER performance metric
oflO-^

P 10

Punctured 7/8 Code Rate for various soft-decision levels K = 9

6 8 10
SNR per bit, / W (dB)

3-bil
-o- 4-bit

Figure 4.5 BER curve forrate 7/8, K—9

Figures 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 show the BER performance for the three constraints and how they
perform for different code rates. It is clear from the figures that an encoder with
constraint length of 9 is the only one that contains enough memory to meet the BER
requirement for all code rates. The generator polynomial [753 561], see [22], provides
the maximum dfree for K=9.
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4.2.2 Puncturing

The theory behind bit puncturing was discussed in Section 3.4. The code rates used are
p

punctured rates. The method of deleting bits requires the expansion of the

puncturing matrix to a vector oflength 2*Q. Input bits are sent through a selector block

that emulates only selecting data values that correspond to a bit position carrying a *T

from the puncturing matrix, see Fig.4.6.

Q>
In1

Rebuffer Selector 1
w

Rebuffer Selector Unbuffer

*CZ)
Outl

Figure 4.6 FloatingPointPunctureBlock

For example, if the puncturing matrix isj=[l 01;11 0] it gets expanded to a vector v=[l

10110] ,where the maximum length ofvis 2*Q. There are Ts in the l''̂ 2"^, 4^, and
5^^ bit positions of v. Thus, for any input vector x, only the bits in the 2^, 4^, and 5^
bit positions willbe passed, creating anoutput vector of length P,

Four different code rates, 1/2, 2/3, 3/4, and 7/8 where selected based on the increase in

both data rate and codinggain. The puncturing matricesused are:

"l O"
Rate 2/3: P^ =

• Rate 3/4: P^ =

Rate 7/8: P„ =

11

101

110

1000101

1111010

The upper bound onthe BER performance is shown inFig. (4.7). Figure (4.7) also shows

that ideally only a dB of signal power is needed to increase from one of the given code

rates to the next.
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UpperBoundsfor PuncturedCodes

3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5
SNR per bit. E /N (dB)

— Rate 1/2 code
— Rate 2/3 code
-• Rate 3/4 code

Rate 7/8 code
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Figure 4.7 BER Upper Bound on Punctured Codes

There is amaximum increase ofthroughput of75%, given an increase in code rate from
rate 1/2 to rate 7/8. This 1dB ofSNR is ideal and doesn't take into account quantization
error. Section 4.2.4 will show simulation results for different quantization levels.

4.2.3 Insert Erasure

The 'Insert Erasures' block essentially does the opposite of the pimctunng

block, see Fig. (4.8).

Buffer

zerosfl .numzeros)

Selector El1'
w

•
Selector Unbuffer

Constant

Figure 4.8 Floating Point Insert Erasure Block
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The puncture block takes inata length 2*Q and outputs symbols at a length 2*P, creating
p

the punctured rate —. Itis this length change that creates the variable coding rates. The

Insert Erasure block appends z, where z is the number of zeros in the puncturing

matrix. The Insert Erasures block converts the variable lengths and code rates

generated by the puncturing block back to the original rate 1/2 code rate for Viterbi

decoding. Using the puncturing matrix, 1 0; 1 01], z=2, thus 2 dummy values of

zeros areadded to the input creating the length 2*Q at the input to thepuncturing block.

The 'Selector block rearranges the new length input vector, 2*Q so that the zeros are

placed in the element positions that were originally deleted by the puncturing block.

Puncturing is essentially the deletion ofdata bits making it more difficult for the decoder

to correct errors. To create theoriginal rate 1/2 needed at the input to theViterbi decoder

a buffer is added between the Insert Erasure block and the Quantizer block.

4.2.4 Quantizer

The Viterbi decoder is designed to take soft decision input values to maximize

performance. The quantization levels explored here are 3, 4, and 5-bitsl. Proakis [8]

showed that there is no huge gain in improvement for the added complexity for soft-

decision level greater that 5 for soft-decision Viterbi decoding. There is no correlation

done on the signal after the AWGN channel block. The 'Quanta!zer' allows a range of

the inputs signals to bespecified. Quantization ranges are next specified given the range

of the input signal and the quantization levels used. The integer range for a given soft
decision level is [0,2"-1], where n is the soft decision level. For example, if we assume

fi-om QPSK modulation that the signal range is(-1,1), and using a 3-bit quantization level

the integer range is [0,7]. Thequantization partitions are:

• 3-bitquantization: [-.75 -.5 -.25 0 .25 .5 .75]

• 4-bit quantization: [-.875 -.75 -.625 -.5 -.375 -.25 -.125 0 .125 .25 .375 .5 .625
.75.875]

• 5-bit quantization: [-0.9375 -0.8750 -0.8125 -0.7500 -0.6875 -0.6250 -0.5625 -
0.5000-0.4375 -0.3750 -0.3125 -0.2500 -0.1875 -0.1250 -0.0625 0 0.0625 0.1250
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0.1875 0.2500 0.3125 0.3750 0.4375 0.5000 0.5625 0.6250 0.6875 0.7500 0.8125
0.8750 0.9375]

Given the constraint length is 9 was found to be optimal for this system Figures 4.10,
4.11, and, 4.12 show the performance ofthe various soft-decision levels explored.

It is clear that 4-bit quantization is the best tradeoff of complexity vs. performance since
it consistently mirrors the performance of the more precise 5-bit level curve, as the code
rate increases from rate 1/2 to rate7/8. Given 4-bit quantization seems to be the best
tradeoff. Fig. 4.13 shows the simulated performance of all code rates where K=9. The
simulated output doesn't mirror the idea BER performance of Fig. 4.7. The code rates
are separated by about adB except from rate %to rate 7/8.

4,3 Fixed-Point

Logic circuits of fixed-point hardware consume less power, are smaller in size, and less
complicated than those of floating-point hardware. The fixed-point representation is to
provide an equivalent algorithmic system that models fixed-point constraints. It bridges
the gap between dynamic system design and hardware implementation. In terms of the
research here designing afixed-point equivalent model provides verification of the high-
level design. As described in Section (4.4), Module Compiler is used as the method to
determine power, area and, delay estimates of an algorithmic block and generate
behavioral VHDL. The behavioral VHDL is verified against the fixed-point model
output to ensure to bit level accuracy. The fixed-point blocks developed use word
lengths and data types that are precise enough so not to incur a huge degradation in
performance. The purpose here is to create afunctional fixed-point model not asystem
to model degradation to meet a size, complexity, or power consumption requirement.
Once a functional model is complete further work can be down to manipulate the data
types and word lengths to tradeoffpower and accuracy.
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Punctured 1/2 Code Rate for various sott-dedsion levels, where K° 9
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Figure 4.13 4-bit Quantization System Performance

Figure 4.14 is the top-level view of the fixed-point equivalent to the punctured

convolutional coding system.

Figure 4.14 Fixed-Point System Model
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4.3.1 Fixed-Point Convoiutionai Encoder

Some blocks exist both in SiMULlNK's floating-point blockset as well as it's fixed-point
blockset. The blocks that make up the encoder exist both in the floating and fixed-point
blockset, so the design is straightforward. From Fig. 4.15 there is a one-to-one
architecturemapping between the two systems.

Ini

RxPt
Unit Delay

Figure 4.15 Fixed-Point Convoiutionai Encoder

4.3.2 Fixed-Point Puncturing

XOR h-KZ)
Outi

FixPt
Logical

Operatori
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XOfl

FixPIFixPI
Logical

OperatorZ
us

-KZ)
Chil2

The fixed-point model cannot handle the potentially infinite long number of—puncture

rates. In order to build implementable hardware the number of various code rates must

be fixed. The Multiport Switch serves as the Selector block in floating point
model. The Multiport Switch, shown in Fig. 4.16, must be greater than or equal to

2*Q-1 of the highest punctured code rate used. The method used to periodically

delete bits is as follows:

• Given apuncture matrix, the element positions that have a*1' are stored.
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• These positions are passed to the select line ofthe Mul t iport Swi tch.

The 'Multiport switch' takes in Q bits at each cycle but only outputs the vector

values that are given from the select line, an output ofP.

Bufferl

FixR
Constant

U2

FixPt
Constanti

U4

Figure 4.16 Fixed-Point Puncture Block

Unbufferl

4.3.3 Fixed-Point insert Erasure

The erasure fixed-point model was designed to have the same architecture as the fixed-

point puncture model, so the models are the same. It made sense because erasure

insertion is essentially the opposite of pimcturing. It uses a width 15 Multiport

Switch to accommodate the highest code rate 7/8. A length P input is received and is

appended with zeros to create the length Q. The appendix of zeros is added via the

Constant block connected to the MUX. The select line is fed a variable from another

Constant block to determine the output ordering of the data stream. The output

ordering is a vector that denotes the bit positions of the appended zeros back into the

punctured data stream.

4.3.4 Fixed-Point Quantizer

The fixed-point equivalent requires that the range of the input signal be known so that a

large enough wordlength can be chosen to accurately represent the input signal. The
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block can handle 3, 4 and 5-level quantization by shifting the decimal point right for a
higher soft-decision level, seeFig. 4.17.

sfrac(15,2)
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•[?
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Look-Up
Tablel
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Figure 4.17 Fixed-Point Quantizer Block

4.4 Module Compiler Description

Module Compiler™ (MC) is asoftware tool designed to explore different implementation
architectures that have the same functionality. MC can also be used to describe the
Power, Area, and Delay (PAD) of the data-path of adesign. MC enables optimization of
high performance data-path captured at the architectural level of abstraction. This is
accomplished by writing a high-level description ofthe design and MC maps it into a
gate-level description (VHDL, Verilog). It also generates an RTL model for fast
functional simulation. If the goal is to bridge the gap between system designers and
ASIC designers, then a compromise must be made at a level ofabstraction everyone can
use. MC uses an architectural level of abstraction, which is "high" enough for systems

designers to understand since there is aone-to-one correspondence between the input MC
language (MCL) and the architecture of the synthesized circuit. It is also "low" enough
for ASIC designers because MC can generate agate-level descriptor, e.g. VHDL.

It is for this reason that MC is used as the circuit level specification of the SSHAFT
design flow. Designers can describe the fixed-point SIMULINK model in MC hardware
language called MCL and generate behavioral VHDL. The behavioral VHDL can be run
through a simulator to determine logical equivalency with the SiMULINK fixed-point
model.
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4.4.1 Viterbi Decoder

The MCMA framework consists of a floating-point and fixed-point representation in

SiMULiNK and a hardware description written in MCL code. The Viterbi algorithm when

implemented is a highly data intensive algorithm and it made sincenot to represent it in

both in a SiMULiNK fixed-point representation and MC. It would be highlyredundant and

time consuming to do both. SiMULiNK has a suitable built-in Viterbi decoder block that is

highly parameterable and accurately represents the algorithm. Therefore, the MC

description models the behavior of the built-in Viterbi decoder block.

The MCL code generated is based of the same fimdamentals of the MCMA framework,

flexible, modular, and parameterable. The following attributesofthe decoder are:

Traceback length (a): 120

• Soft input precision: 4 bits

• Constraint length (K): 9

• Generator polynomial: [753 561]

The SIMULINK model supports any of the above parameters and they can be set in the

parameter mask of the SiMULiNK model. All of the above are parameterable in MC as

well, exceptfor the constraint length, whichhas a uniqueconstruction.

The algorithm is explained in detail in Chapter 3 so the implementation will only be

discussed here. There are three functional blocks in a Viterbi decoder as depicted in Fig.

4.18

NoisyInputSymbols Branch

Metric

Unit

ACS

Recursioi

Figure 4.18 FunctionalUnits of ViterbiDecoder

Decoded Bits
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The branch metric unit, which calculates the distances between the noisy inputs and ideal
symbols; the Add-Compare-Select (ACS) unit, which computes the state metrics; and the
survivor memory unit, which keeps track of decisions made by the ACS units or the path
through the trellis.

This is an n-bit sofl-decision-input decoder, where n=4. The decoder takes as an input
integer values fiom 0 to a, where a=2"-l. The branch metric calculation is
determined by using the Euclidean distance metric that can be simplified to.

bmQ = 2* a —inO —in\

bml = a- inO + inl

bm2 = + mO —inl

bm3 = inO + ml,

bmO is calculated ifthe transmitted symbol is 00, bml is calculated if01 is transmitted,
bm2 is calculated if 10 is transmitted, and bm3 is calculated if 11 is transmitted. The
input values are inO and inl range between [0,15]. Atransmitted '0' is mapped to integer
values [0,7] with integer value 0being the strongest probability of atransmitted *0'. A
transmitted 'V is mapped to integer values [8,15] with integer value 15 being the
strongest probability of a transmitted *T.

The ACS unit uses the maximum Euclidean decision metric to select the correct branch
metric, that is, the largest branch metric of the two that appears at each state is chosen as
the correct branch. Finally the survivor memory unit saves the selected branch metrics
creating the survivor path metric, which gives the correct decoded sequence path. The
traceback length determines the survivor memory unit length. The traceback length is
usually 5to7 times the constraint length. Puncturing requires this the traceback be larger
since more time isneed tomerge given the insertion ofthe dummy bits.
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Input Value Interpretation Value

0000 (0) 0 (strongest '0')
0001 (1) 1

0010 (2) 2

0011 (3) 3

0100 (4) 4

0101 (5) 5

0110 (6) 6

0111 (7) 7 (weakest '0')
1000 (8) 8 (weakest 7')
1001 (9) 9

1010 (10) 10

1011 (11) 11

1100 (12) 12

1101 (13) 13

1110 (14) 14

1111(15 15 (strongest 7')

Table 4.2 Soft Decision Levels

Architecture

A parallel architecture was chosen for implementation. The parallel architecture directly

maps into hardware. Parallelism in implementation is faster, smaller, and more efficient.

The disadvantage is that for large number of states, N, the global interconnects become a

problem since the architecture scales with N, which exponentially grows with the

constraint length K. It is also not suitable for implementations that require variable

constraint lengths.

The data computation complexity can be described by the algorithm's trellis diagram,

which contains N = states at any given time.

Constant geometry was chosen because for the paralleled architecture because it's direct

mapping into hardware made the design easier. In Fig. 4.19 the nodes of the trellis make

up -the states the decoder. From Fig. 4.19 it is clear there is a pattem in the

implementation mapping. The pattem is that the incoming branch metrics for a given
2K-\

state come from the N and N+ branch metric. Each ACS unit uses radix-2 update
2

architecture, where each ACS unit calculates branch metrics for two states. Each ACS
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unit calculates metrics for two states thus, there are half as many ACS units as there are
states creating amore powerful efficient design. Radix-2 ACS update is used due to its
simplicity and the speed gain. Using aradix-4 approach is only afactor of 1.4 faster but
has an area overhead factor of 2.7 with respect to the radix-2 approach, ifusing 0.25 pm
technology [25].

Current

State

7 Radix-2
ACS

Figure4.19 8-State Trellis Diagram

In order to keep the word length bounded when calculating the branch metric modulo
arithmetic based normalization is used [26].

[log2 ((logj +1) •'̂ max )1+1

where is the maximum branch metric value. The word length for the ACS

given 4-bit input precision is 10.

The ACS units determine 2 '̂̂ path decisions every clock cycle. The traceback stores the
most recent a path decisions (the parameter for o is the traceback length) and uses these
decisions to trace the most likely path through the trellis resulting from the last a
symbols. The method used here due to the lack of memory (SRAM) models, is ashift
register of length a. After a clock cycles the last value in the shift register is read and
should be thedecoded bit forthetime 0 noisy input symbol.
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Performance

Tables 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 summarize the different power, area, critical path delay, and

decoding speed for different adder types. All the results are based on MC design reports

using 0.25 |LUn technology with 1.6 Vsupply. MC allows optimizations tobemade based

on:

• Speed: Tryto generate the fastest circuit possible

• Size: Ignore timingrestrictions andminimize area

• Power: Ignore timing restrictions and minimizepower

Tables 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 show estimate PAD numbers for the different optimization

settings.

Module Compiler allows micro-architectures to be explored to determine if certain

circuits provide a better performance. In this case different adder types where chosen for

the ACS units since it is the dominant computation intensive portion of the decoder

design. MC allows for 5 different adder types:

• Ripple: Smallest and slowest of all types and poor pipelining

• Carry Look Ahead Select (CLSA): Used when Ripple adder is too slow. Area is

on the order of log2 of thebit width times larger than a Ripple adder.

• Carry Select (CSA): Generally larger and faster then CLA; works moderately

well with pipelining

• Carry Look Ahead (CLA): Second fastest adder type and the most flexible. Can

provide a structure ranging from Ripple to FASTCLA.

• Fast Carry Look Ahead (FASTCLA): The fastest and largest of all adder types.

The general theme is there isa decrease inarea from FASTCLA to Ripple but increase in

area from Ripple to FASTCLA.
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Adder Types Power (W) Area (mm )
(Power)

Ripple 0.0430 6.672

CLSA 0.0532 8.230

CSA 0.0330 6.197

CLA 0.0430 6.899

FASTCLA 0.0430 7.076

Critical Path Delay
(ns)
16.6

118.5

16.9

17.2

16.5

Table 4.3 MC estimates optimized for Power

Adder Types
(Speed)

Ripple
CLSA

CSA

CLA

FASTCLA

Adder Types
(Size)

Ripple
CLSA

CSA

CLA

FASTCLA

Power (W) Area (mm )

0.0430

0.0832

0.0632

0.0430

0.0732

6.781

10.185

9.155

7.144

10.015

Critical Path Delay

(ns)
12.2

123.6

61.6

10.8

19.5

Table 4.4 MC estimatesoptimizedfor Speed

Power (W) Area (mm )

0.0430

0.0430

0.0330

0.0430

0.0430

6.559

6.561

6.184

6.861

6.993

Critical Path Delay

(ns)
17.0

17.0

16.9

17.2

16.6
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Decoding Speed
(Mb/s)

6.02

0.84

5.92

5.81

6.06

Decoding Speed
(Mb/s)

8.20

0.81

1.62

9.26

5.13

Decoding Speed
(Mb/s)

5.88

5.88

5.92

5.81

6.02

Table 4.5 MC estimates optimized for Size

The decoding speed is the inverse of the critical path delay. The power estimate for MC
is inaccurate because it estimates the number ofstandard cells it would take to build the
circuit and then derives some power consumption based on the number ofstandard cells.
This is inaccurate because it doesn't take into consideration the switching activity ofthe
circuit, which gives abetter estimate ofthe power consumption ofa given circuit. The
Area estimate when optimized for size seemed to be the most accurate. The size ofthe
design should increase from Ripple to FASTCLA and this is shown with the most
precisionwhen optimizing for size.
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Design Exploration

What is now interesting is how changing parameters such as, traceback length,

wordlength of ACS recursion, soft bit precision, and feature sizes affect the area estimate

of the chip. The design environment at the BWRC has several technology libraries to

chose from. The two major feature sizes to chose from are 0.25pm and 0.18|im. Within

these two feature sizes there are technology files for different voltages and temperatures.

To be consistent, the simulations are over both feature sizes at 85C°. The devices to be

built here will most likely operate at room temperature (25C°), 85C°was the closest

temperature available, the results between the two should be negligible. There is very

little area change for a given technology. There is a factor of two decrease in area when

changing to a new technology. The wordlength of the ACS unit is a function of the soft

decision bits see Eq. (4.1). There is a one to one correspondence between an increase in

the number of soft decision bits and the wordlength. In terms of the design exploration,

varying the wordlength is equal to changing the soft decision bit. A wordlength increase

from 8-bit to 16-bit for the ACS recursion is ~1.5x increase in area. A 16-bit wordlength

can be considered overkill for the decoder design. Assume there are 256 states (K=9), by

using equation (4.1) using the entire bit width would require 10-bit soft decision

precision. The tradeoff between complexity and performance after 5-bit precision is not

worthwhile. Wordlengths between 8-12 will adequately cover most combinations of

constraint lengths from 6 to 9 and soft decision values from 3-6 bits. The traceback depth

is also another major area of consumption. The Simulink model could simulate with a as

low as 90. The design here used a=120 because of the loss of resolution due to fixed-

point representation.. The traceback depth is pararmeterable and it is interesting to know

what the area consumption is over an acceptable BER performance. Figure 4.20 shows

for a given wordlength the amoimt of area needed for traceback depth ranging from 90

to 120. The tables assume 0.25iiun at 1.6 V and a CLA adder type.
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Figure 4.20 Area vs. Wordlength

The conclusion to be made is that there is no fluctuation in area due to change in a given
technology. The wordlength of the ACS unit shows an average of 5% increase in area for
every two bits. The traceback depth area increases by 2K-l*a because each ACS unit
has ashift register o wide. As the number of states increases so does the number of shift
registers along with achange in length of a. For afixed constraint length there is a 12%
increase in area for every additional 15 increment increases in o.

Verification

Finally the MC design and SIMULINK model are verified to be logically equivalent for a
certain set of test vectors. MC generates behavioral VHDL, which can be put into
Synopsys's VHDL Debugger to simulate the behavioral fixnctionality of the MCL code
[12]. In SiMULiNK, for agiven set of inputs a given set of outputs can be generated. In
this case, the input vector is the input to the convolutional encoder and the output vector
is the decoded sequence out of the Viterbi decoder. The input and output vector are fed
in the Synopsys VHDL Debugger. The Debugger also generates an output based on
these same input vectors, if the Debugger generated output vector is the same as the
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SiMULiNK model output vector the two are logically equivalent and the design is verified,

see Fig. 4.21

The parameters set in the built-inSimulink Viterbi decoder block are:

• Constraint, K = 9

• Generator Polynomial = [753 561]

• Soft-decision level = 4

• Traceback Length =120

The input vector into the decoder follows flow of Fig. 4.14. The output vector is the

output of the decoder block. The total number of simulated bits is 500. These input and

output vectors are entered into the Synopsys VHDL Debugger. Along with the generated

behavioral VHDL for MC, the Debugger generates an output sequence based on the

Simulink input vector. Fig. 4.21 shows the decoded output bits from the behavioral

VHDL, B. and the decoded output bits from the SiMULiNK decoder, B_DUM. The

VHDL generated output vector is equal to the Simulink output vector, thus verifying

logic equivalency.
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Appendix

Appendix

A4.1 MODULE COMPILER SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION

This appendix explains the MC language (MCL) code for the Viterbi decoder
implemented in Section 4.4. As shown in Fig. 4.18 the branch metric unit, ACS
recursion, and survivor path unit are what is needed to describe the behavior of the
Viterbi algorithm. The code below covers how the branch metric calculation, ACS
recursion, and , survivor pathunit are implemented.

In order to determine the performance ofdifferent adder implementations the following
was added:

directive (carrysave=cs, fatype=a_type, muxtype=n\_type);

Using directives in MC allows for a simple parameter change at the main GUI and the
five different adders discussed in section 4.4 can be tested.

A4.1.1 Branch Metric Calculation

The branch metric calculation is determined by equation (4.1). Each state in the trellis

has apredetermined branch metric that can be based the output values ofthe encoder. In
order to find the predetermined branch metric calculation ofa given state, the encoder
output sequence must be determined for both a logical '0' input and a logical 'U input.
Once the encoder output isknown for a given state, the branch metric calculated for that
state is also known. For example, stateO has a given state where all the values in the

memory elements ofthe encoder are equal zero. Let Fig. 4.2 be the encoder structure, for
an input of*0' the encoder output is00, for an input of' T the encoder output is 11. Thus
the branch metric calculated for state 0 is bmO and bmS as described the codebelow.

wire [soft_lDit+l] bmO = 14 - inO - inl; //if (00) is transinittsd
wire [soft_bit+l] bml = 7 - inO + inl; //if (01) is transmitted,
wire [soft_bit+l] bm2 = inO + 7 - inl; //if (10) is transmitted
wire [soft_bit+l] bm3 = inO + inl; //if (11) is transmitted
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For the 256-state decoder described here, all the input and output characteristics of the

states had to be determined in order to calculate the branch metrics corresponding to the

state.

A4.1.2 Add Compare Select (ACS) Unit

The ACS unit does the following operations:

1. Calculates the incoming branch metrics for a given state
2. Compares the two competing branch metrics to determine which is the survivor

partid path metric for a given state
3. Determines the correct decision bit for that state transition; determines if the

survivor partial path metric came from the 'dipper" of"lower" branch metric

Let's look at the ACS function:

function

ACS (dO, dl, nextstateO, nextstatel, stateO, statel, branchO, branchl, branch2, br
anchS,cs,a_type,m_type);

string cs, a_type, m_type;
input StateO, statel;
input branchO, branchl, branch2, branchS; // Branch metrics
output unsigned [1] dO,dl;
output nextstateO, nextstatel;
integer wl = width(stateO);

directive (carrysave=cs, fatype=a_type, muxtype=m_type);

// State metric accumulation
wire unsigned [wl] sumO = stateO + branchO;
wire unsigned [wl] suml = stateO + branchl;
wire unsigned [wl] sum2 = statel + branch2;
wire unsigned [wl] sum3 = statel + branch3;

II Hamming distance calculation
wire signed [wl] compO = siamO - s\am2;
wire signed [wl] compl = suml - sum3;

// MAXIMUM weight selection through trellis
nextstateO = compO[wl-l] ? sumO : sum2;
nextstatel = compl[wl-1] ? suml : sum3;

// Decision bit
do = compO[wl-l];
dl = compl[wl-1];

endfunction

MC requires that all function arguments be declared to initialize the variables of the

function. As described in Fig. 4.19 the ACS unit calculates state metric for two
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consecutive states (i.e., stateO&statel; state2&state3...state(N)&state(N+l)). Each state
K-\

has incoming branch metrics from the and ATstate. The first state (state(N))

calculation of the ACS unit is calculated by dO, stateO, nextstateO, branchO, and

branchi. The second state (state(N+l)) calculation ofthe ACS unit is calculated by dl,

statel, nextstatel, branch2, and branchS. The explanation here will focus on the

ACS unit for stateO and statel. All other ACS units operate in the same fashion, so the

explanation of one ACS unit is sufficient. The output decision variable for the stateO is

dO. The nextstateO variable stores the surviving state metric for stateO. The stateO

variable specifies the current state metric and is added to incoming branch metric to

determine the survivor path.

The state metric accumulation is handled by:

// state metric accumulation
wire unsigned [wl] sumO = stateO + brancnO;
wire unsigned [wl] suml = stateO + branch.1;
wire unsigned [wl] sum2 = statel + branch2;
wire unsigned [wl] sum3 = statel + branchS;

The Slim variables add the current state value to the incoming branch metric ofthat state.

For example, for stateO, the sumO and sum2 variables calculate the partial path metrics

for the upper and lower branch metrics that enter that state. For stateO the incoming

branch metric is from the state if the input is a transmitted logical '0' or the branch

2^"'
metric is fi-om the + state if the input is a transmitted logical 'V.

2

TheHamming distance calculation is done by:

// Hamming distance calculation
wire signed [wl] compO = sumO - sum2;
wire signed [wl] compl = suml - sum3;
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For compO, the input branch metrics are subtracted from one another to determine if the

comparator valueis positive or negative. From

// Path selection through trellis
nextstateO = compO [wl-1] • ? sumO : siim2;
nextstatel = compl[wl-l] ? suml : sum3;

if the compO value is positive then the lower branch metric is selected, suin2. If compO is

negative then, sumO, the upper branch metric is selected. Finally, the do variable is the

result of the nextstateO variable and corresponds to the selection of the survivor partial

path metric, either the upper (state(N)) branch metric or lower (state(N+l)) branch

metric.

Only one ACS unit is described here since they all operate the same way, except for
different branch metrics.

ACS(do,dl,nextstateO,nextstatel,stateO,statel28,bm0,bm3,bm3,bmO,OS
,a_type,m_type);
stateO = reset ? 0 : sreg(nextstateO);
statel = reset ? 0 : sreg(nextstatel);
nextspO = dO ? cat(spO[spl-2:0],0) : cat(spl28[spl-2:0],0);
nextspl = dl ? cat(spO[spl-2:0],1) : cat(spl28[spl-2:0],1);
spO = sreg(nextsp0);
spl = sreg(nextspl);

From this example, the state transitions are for stateO (state (n)) and statei28

ryK-\
(state N+ , where K = 9), see Fig. 4.19. Ifwerelate this to the acs function then we

2

replace stateO with stateO and statel with statel28. The nextspO = dO ?

cat (spO [spl-2;0] ,0) : cat (spi28 [spl-2:0], 0); line selects based on dO, what

path should be chosen for stateO. If dO is positive then the lower path from the ^

branch metric is chosen, s\imi28. If do is negative then the upper path from the

branch metric is chosen, sumO. This also follows for the second state calculation.
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nextspl. The nextspo is stored in a shift register, by the following line: spO =

sreg (nextspo);. This leads to the discussion of the survivor pathunit.

A4.1.3 Survivor Path Unit

The survivorpath unit is incorporated in the ACS function:
nextspO = dO ? cat(spO[spl-2:0],0) : cat(spl28[spl-2:0],0);
nextspl = dl ? cat(spO[spl-2:0],1) : cat(spl28[spl-2:0],1);
spO = sreg(nextspo);
spl = sreg(nextspl);

The traceback length is defined as the fixed decoding delay o. The variable spl is the

traceback length and is set to a value of 120. The cat (spO [spl-2;o] ,0) :

cat (spi28 [spl-2:0], 0); declaration in thefunction appends input values of length spl-

2 :0 or 118:0 to create the an output vector length of 119. The 119-length register stores

thepartial path metrics for thegiven state. For example, in the command nextspO = do

? cat (SpO [spl-2:0] ,0) : cat (spi28 [spl-2:0], 0); the given State is stateO and a

decision is stored on if the incoming branch metric came from the upper path,,

cat (spO[spl-2:0] ,o), or the lower path, cat (spi28[spl-2:0] ,o. The width of

nextspo inherits the width of the value it is equal to, thus the width of nextspO is 118.

The spO = sreg (nextspO)j becomes a 118-length shift register. New partial path

metrics are stored for each clock cycle and after 118 clock cycles the oldest partial path

metric becomes the decoded bit. The same metric is done for the following nextspl

declaration.

At the end of the file is the command:

bit = spO[spl-l];

It outputs the stored values in the shift register. At each new input bit received a decision

on the bit received (T=118 clock cycles is outputted. The traceback length c is long

enough that all surviving sequences at time t stem from the same node t-c clock cycles

back. As a result, all states should have merged bythe 118^*^ clock cycle so the selecting

of SpO is arbitrary, any of the 256 states can be chosen as outputting the decoded

sequence.
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Conclusion

5.1 Summary

The MCMA framework is to describe sophisticated digital communication algorithms
that exploit diversity in three dimensions: time, frequency, and space. "The Hornet
proposal:" by [3] was the first attempt to capture the formulation of this framework at a
simulation level. The work here was to create a flexible error correction scheme that can
be used in a variety of complex system simulations. Afloating-point and fixed-point
adaptive punctured convolutional coding scheme has been introduced with code rates of
1/2, 2/3, 3/4, and 7/8. Aparameterable parallel Viterbi decoder design in MODULE
Compiler has also been designed. The decoder is a design example to show how the
MCMA framework integrates with SSHAFT design flow.
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5.1.1 Design Flow

The MCMA framework was also created with the SSHAFT design flow in mind. The

MCMA framework should contain ^gorithmic blocks that are modular in design and
easy to parameterize. The framework should enclose three types oflibraries:

• Floating point - Demonstrates algorithmic functionality using SIMULINK

• Fixed-point - Models degradations due to rounding, truncation and word length
limitations. Verifies "logic equivalency" with Module Compiler generated

behavioral VHDL code

• Module Compiler - Gives rough, Power, Area, and Delay estimates of fixed-

point design. Generates behavioral VHDL code to simulate the algorithm system
created in SiMULlNK. Combined with fixed-point design rapid realization to

silicon canbe created by using thepushbutton design flow developed

Giventhe creation of blocks in theselibraries, complex systems can easilybe designed at

a high level ofabstraction to verify functionality. Using the SSHAFT design flow entire
systems can be developed or analyzed at the low level of abstraction to determine the
feasibility of systems.

5.2 Future Work

In terms of the work described here several more steps need to be carried out. The

Puncture and Insert Erasure blocks were created using blocks from the fixed-point

blockset of Simulink. The majority of these blocks exists are operations that exist as

standard cells thatare native to the design flow. This system should be "pushed" through

the design flow, fabricated and tested to show proof-of-concept that the MCMA

framework and SSHAFT design flow work together. The Puncture and Insert Erasure

blocks need logically equivalent MC generated behavioral VHDL code to create circuit

level specification needed forthe SSHAFT design flow.

Higher order modulation schemes should be researched and created for the framework.
The current system does not boast high data rates due to the efficiency of QPSK at 2
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bits/symbol. Much higher-level modulation such as 16 (4 bits/symbol), 32 QAM (5
bits/symbol), and 64 QAM (6 bits/symbol), could alone increase bandwidth efficiency up
to 6x. However, multi-level modulation techniques require a robust timing recovery and
carrier synchronization architecture that has not yet been finalized.

More complex error coding could be researched. Coffey [27] has developed space-time
codes that exploit the temporal component of MEA algorithms. Using Reed-Muller
block codes Davis and Jedwab [28] have attempted to control the peak-to mean power

controlproblem inherent in OFDM.

Finally, aspecific application for this work needs to be finalized. It is difficult to truly
optimize aphysical layer description without detailed knowledge of the end application
and its requirements (e.g., BER, bit rate, packet length). Once asuitable application has
been identified, and the fi-amework is proliferated with the major building blocks ofa
digital communications truly complete systems can be built.
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